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The Paul V. Galvin Library at the Illinois Institute of Technology

PhD granting, higher research activity

~6,000 FTE, 3,200 Undergraduate, 2,800 Graduate 

Urban campus, International Student Body, 
“Engineering Mindset”



Timeline 

Inception at IL Summit Spring 2017

Oct 2017 - review of library instruction learning 
outcomes, initial gathering of information, 
bulletins, spreadsheet creation

Nov/Dec 2017 - outreach from liaisons

Jan 2018 - initial data entry

Feb-May 2018 - collections conversations with 
academic departments spurred further 
engagement and submissions

Aug-Sept. 2018 - final call and collection,

Fall 2018 initial analysis (and IPRO Pilot)

Spring 2019 conversations regarding 
information literacy with new Provost.

August 2019 Instruction Menu

November 2019 Initial discussions with 
Humanities Dept. regarding HUM 200 model

December 2019 implementation planning

January 2020 module pilot

Fall 2020 expansion of pilot

Spring 2021 - module mandated for HUM 200 
classes for Fall 2021



Established Goals 

Update librarians’ understanding of undergraduate courses, syllabi, and 
assignments. Identify gaps of the library intersections with academic programs

Which courses have an information literacy/research component?

Which courses already have receive library sessions?

Integrate library sessions into more undergraduate courses in a structured and 
efficient manner.



Locating courses: 100 -500 Level courses  required for each major 



Mapping Process

For each course, we asked the following questions: 

● Prerequisites?
● Which degree programs require this course?
● Course learning outcomes? 
● Research assignments or research components?
● Required information literacy skills? 
● When was a library session offered last time?
● Library session learning outcomes? Related ACRL Frameworks for IL? 



Collected Data

● Course information and program requirements
○ Academic Catalog 2017-2018 of the Undergraduate Bulletin

● Course syllabus
○ Reached out to academic program chairs and college office assistants
○ Reached out to the Registrar 
○ Individual College and Departmental websites 
○ Reached out to the Office of Digital Learning to pull Syllabi from Blackboard CMS
○ Gathered 207 syllabi from 16 disciplines 

● Gathered instructional services statistics from Libinsight 



Findings recorded on shared google spreadsheets



Findings

Reviewing Undergraduate 
Curriculum

Reviewing Syllabi 

Library instruction statistics 
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Undergraduate Curriculum

● Some programs/courses were no longer offered 
● Core Curriculum (CC) Courses 

○ A. Writing and Communication: COM 101
○ B. Humanities 200-Level Courses
○ C. Human Sciences Module: HUM 300 -Level, Social or Behavioral Sciences 300- Level
○ D. STEM module
○ E. Interdisciplinary and/or Professional Experience: Introduction to the Profession (ITP), 

Interprofessional Projects (IPRO)
● Core Curriculum (CC) Courses are not necessarily required during the first 

semester or academic year
● Students in CC courses: mixed year, experience and skills 



Home for IL Program?

● Mos t ITP cours es  don’t have res earch 
components

● IPRO cours es
● HUM 200 cours es



Review syllabi 

● Syllabus doesn’t tell us everything
● Humanities, Social or Behavioral Science Courses were the ones to most 

often include research assignments
● Only 400-level courses have research assignments in most STEM majors
● Discovered courses with research assignments for future outreach
● Additionally, we reviewed the syllabi for resource mentions, and only 34 out 

of 207 mentioned resources supplied by the library (16%). 





Library instruction statistics 

● Most instruction sessions are one -shot in-person sessions 
● Similar learning outcomes for all level courses 
● Some are information literacy instruction, some are orientation type of 

instruction for courses with similar research assignments 
● Not all librarians are engaging with ACRL Framework for Information Literacy 

for Higher Education



Instruction Team Weekly Workshop Series 



Instruction Menu

● Starter Package
○ Basic introduction to the library 5 mins
○ Create a search strategy 15 mins
○ Introduction to database searching 15 mins
○ Evaluate sources for credibility and relevance 20 mins
○ more

● Upper Class Package
○ Develop a research question 15 mins
○ Track the literature 15 mins
○ Advance searches to find specific results 20 mins 
○ more

● Other topics 
○ Locate primary sources 15 mins
○ Where do I publish? 20 mins
○ Zotero 30 mins 
○ more

https://library.iit.edu/faculty/instruction/schedule

https://library.iit.edu/faculty/instruction/schedule


New Outreach Effort

Contacting courses with research assignments/components 

Working with CC course: HUM 200, ITP, IPRO 

Received more responses and got invited to more classes 

Reaching out to faculty one or two week before semester starts 



HUM 200 Pilot 

● Worked with five HUM 200 classes in Spring 2020
● Two library sessions for each class
● Annotated bibliography assignment 
● Assessment

○ Pre and post tests
○ Annotated bibliography
○ In class survey









Practical Implications

1) Lack of writing, research components in undergraduate curriculum narrowed options

2) Significant lack of library resources evident in syllabi, let alone reference to library assistance and/or 
services 

3) This initiative created significant opportunities for recasting the narrative around library instruction - no 
longer just “how to library” let alone “the library tour”

4) The creation of the Instruction Menu allowed us to give campus faculty and administrators substantive 
examples of the different kinds of learning outcomes we were offering. 

5) Incredibly helpful to have library administration informed by data, particularly in conversations with 
other decision-makers at the university level.



Conclusion

Slow but steady process

Unexpected immediate and actionable insights - unintentional “action research” 

Necessary to continually adjusting implementation and outreach mechanisms

Seemingly unrelated cross-campus conversations enriched by initial analysis

Long-term initiatives possible with persistence
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